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Abstract— TheH2 guaranteed cost decentralized control
problem is investigated in this work. More specifically, on
the basis of an appropriate H2 re-formulation that we put
in place, the optimal control problem in the presence of
parameter uncertainties is solved in parameter space. It is
shown that all the stabilizing decentralized controller gains
for the uncertain system are parameterized in a convex set,
and then the formulated problem is converted to a conic
optimization problem. It facilitates the use of the symmetric
Gauss-Seidel (sGS) semi-proximal augmented Lagrangian
method (ALM), which attains high computational efficiency.
A comprehensive analysis is given on the application of
the approach in solving the optimal decentralized control
problem; and subsequently, the preserved decentralized
structure, robust stability, and robust performance are all
suitably guaranteed with the proposed methodology. Fur-
thermore, illustrative examples are presented to demon-
strate the effectiveness of the proposed optimization ap-
proach.
Index Terms— Convex optimization, optimal control, de-
centralized control, parameter uncertainties, parameter
space, augmented Lagrangian method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Decentralized control has been widely applied to vari-
ous large-scale systems in view of several important attrac-
tive properties [1], such as parallel computation of control
variables, ease of communication among controllers, sen-
sors, and actuators, etc. Typical applications of decentralized
control in these situations include electrical power network
models [2], transportation systems [3], communication net-
works [4], robotics [5], etc. Further, in general, a large-scale
multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) system can essentially be
decomposed into a set of physically coupled subsystems, and
it then allows the independent design of controllers suitably.
As the decentralized control approach has a multi-level control
architecture, the control system thus also exhibits some good
robustness properties towards various structural perturbations
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that can occur at the high-level control function, such as the
breakdown of information exchanges between subsystems [6].
Stabilization of a MIMO system by decentralized con-
trol has been rather thoroughly studied in the literature,
with methodologies such as Lyapunov-type methods [7] and
algebraic-type methods [8], [9]. On the other hand, although
there are already some optimal and robust control techniques
that are relatively straightforward and well-established, it is
still not easy to apply these relevant optimal and robust control
techniques in decentralized control; such as the common-
place usage of algebraic Riccati equations (AREs) for Lin-
ear Quadratic Regulator (LQR), Linear Quadratic Gaussian
(LQG), H2, and H8 control [10] in the non-decentralized
control situation. The key evident reason is that the de-
centralized controller gain matrix exhibits specific sparsity
constraints, i.e. zero blocks in the off-diagonal entries of the
composite gain matrix. In view of the sparsity constraints
due to this decentralized control architecture, various alternate
controller design methods have been presented to cater to this
shortcoming. Thus in [11], through a problem re-formulation,
sufficient conditions are given such that the standard LQG
theory could be applied. Elsewhere in [12], in the LQR and
H2 control problems, it is noted that the gradient of a pre-
defined objective function with respect to the controller gain
admits a closed-form solution, which enables the use of the
gradient descent method (after the projection of the gradient
onto the decentralized constraint hyperplanes). However, this
approach only gives the local optimum that is highly dependent
on controller initialization, and it does not take the robustness
issue into consideration.
To further address these shortcomings, several works on
parameterization have been proposed where approaches are de-
veloped such that the constrained optimization problem can be
solved in extended parameter space. For example in [13], it is
shown that the sparsity constraints can be explicitly expressed
in the parameter space, thereby invoking the development and
utilization of a cutting-plane optimization algorithm. In such
a framework, the global optimum is then determined through
an iterative framework, and also robustness towards parameter
uncertainties is ensured [14], [15]. Nevertheless, a very real
practical constraint is that the convergence rate of the cutting-
plane optimization algorithm is rather slow. The first reason is
that, due to the requirement in the procedure for the generation
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of separating hyperplanes, additional equality constraints are
added to the linear programming problem during each iteration
(thereby adding to the computational burden). The second
reason is that the nonlinear constraints are solved through outer
linearization, which is not computationally efficient; and these
constraints are not always exhaustively exactly satisfied but
violated in a small number of instances, even upon completion
of all iterations.
Added to all the above observations, it is useful to note that
[16] reveals that all stabilizing controllers can be characterized
by convex constraints on the Youla-Kucera parameter; and
under this framework, synthesis procedures are provided to ob-
tain a feasible controller that admits the optimal performance.
Some similar research results and insights are also reported
in [17]–[19]. However, these techniques are also computation-
ally expensive, and the required conditions based on quadratic
invariance can be rather stringent for many practical cases.
Moreover, the transfer-function-level operations involved in
these techniques are inherently less stable when processed in
numerical computations. Thus, related works have reported
that several appropriate mathematical tools can be used to
solve the resulting optimization problem, such as the use of
Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI), but a reliable solution is not
always achievable; and these relevant works include an H8
decentralized fuzzy control presented in [20], and a robust
decentralized control strategy based on the inclusion principle
in [21].
In more recent works, a new optimization technique called
the augmented Lagrangian method (ALM) has been presented,
which has attracted considerable attention from researchers
in the optimal control area [22]. However, for some ill-
conditioned optimization problems, a very slow rate of con-
vergence can result from the application of the conventional
ALM, and for some large-scale optimization problems, the
conventional ALM cannot even be used to solve the given
problem successfully. Since the scale of the H2 optimization
problem under parameter uncertainties is usually very large,
and the condition number of the resulting optimization prob-
lem is typically not clear, the conventional ALM is not feasible
as a proposed methodology for the specified optimization
problem here. To cater to the shortcomings of the conventional
ALM, in [23], a semi-proximal term is introduced into the
augmented Lagrangian function to ensure that the related
sub-problems can be solved efficiently. Additionally, in [24],
an approach denoted as the symmetric Gauss-Seidel (sGS)
technique is applied to ensure the large-scale problem can be
separated into a group of sub-problems. Nevertheless, while
promising, all these methodologies essentially provide only
rather generic guidelines at this stage, and a more definite
strategy and formulation (with accompanying comprehensive
analysis) is still lacking on how to extend their usages in real-
world problems.
With all of the above descriptions as a back-drop, in
this work, we develop and propose a definite strategy and
formulation that uses the semi-proximal ALM and the sGS to
specifically solve the optimal decentralized control problem
with parameter uncertainties. On the basis of a parameter
space formulation, the optimization problem is further re-
formulated as a convex optimization problem, where the sGS
semi-proximal ALM is utilized to efficiently obtain the optimal
solution. Importantly here in our formulation, the sparsity
constraints resulting from the decentralized control structure
are satisfied. Additionally, robust stability in the presence of
parameter uncertainties is guaranteed, and the system perfor-
mance is maintained within a prescribed level. This approach
thus addresses all the shortcomings as previously highlighted,
and also attains a high computational efficiency in solving the
optimal decentralized control problem.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, the problem formulation of the H2 guaranteed cost
decentralized control problem is given in its usual commonly-
encountered form. In Section III, we present and show how the
resulting optimization problem can be suitably re-formulated
in the parameter space. Next, since this problem now takes
the structure of a convex optimization problem, we then
present and develop the specific procedures utilizing the sGS
semi-proximal ALM for efficient optimization in this specific
parameter space re-formulation of the H2 guaranteed cost
decentralized control problem. In Section V, two illustrative
examples are given to validate the results. Finally, pertinent
conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The following notations are used in the remaining text.
Rmˆn (Rn) denotes the real matrix with m rows and n
columns (n dimensional real column vector). Sn (Sn`) denotes
the n dimensional (positive semi-definite) real symmetric
matrix. The symbol A ą 0 (A ľ 0) means that the matrix A is
positive (semi-)definite, and A ą B (A ľ B) means A´B is
positive (semi-)definite. AT (xT ) denotes the transpose of the
matrix A (vector x). In represents the identity matrix with a di-
mension of nˆn. The operator TrpAq denotes the trace of the
square matrix A. The operator xA,By denotes the Frobenius
inner product i.e. xA,By “ Tr `ATB˘ for all A,B P Rmˆn.
The norm operator based on the inner product operator is
defined by }x} “ axx, xy for all x P Rmˆn. }Hpsq}2
represents the H2-norm of Hpsq. b denotes the Kronecker
product. eigpAq represents all the eigenvalues of the matrix A.
blocdiagtA1, A2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Anu denotes a block diagonal matrix
with diagonal entries A1, A2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , An. diagta1, a2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , anu
denotes a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries a1, a2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , an.
Consider a linear time-invariant (LTI) system
9xptq“ Axptq `B2uptq `B1wptq, (1)
zptq“ Cxptq `Duptq, (2)
with a static state feedback controller
uptq “ ´Kxptq, (3)
where x P Rn is the state vector with xp0q “ x0, u P Rm is
the control input, w P Rl is the exogenous disturbance input,
z P Rq is the controlled output, K P Rmˆn is the feedback
gain matrix. A, B1, B2, C, and D are constant real matrices
with appropriate dimensions. It is assumed that there is no
cross weighting between the state variables and the control
variables, i.e. CTD “ 0, and the control weighting matrix is
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nonsingular, i.e. DTD ą 0. Also, as a usual practice, it is
assumed that pA,B2q is stabilizable and the pair pA,Cq has
no unobservable modes on the imaginary axis. Remarkably,
for a decentralized control problem, K is constrained to be
block diagonal.
Here, the objective function is defined as
J “
ż 8
0
zptqT zptq dt. (4)
To optimize (4), it is equivalent to minimize the H2-norm of
the transfer function
Hpsq “ pC ´DKqpsIn ´A`B2Kq´1B1, (5)
from w to z, and the objective function (4) can be re-
formulated as
JpKq“ }Hpsq}22
“ TrppC ´DKqWcpC ´DKqT q
“ TrpBT1 WoB1q, (6)
where Wc and Wo are the controllability Gramian and the
observability Gramian associated with the closed-loop system.
If all the associated matrices in the system are precisely
known (there is no parameter uncertainty), the problem of
finding the optimal decentralized K to minimize the objective
function (4) is considered as an H2 decentralized control
problem. On the other hand, with the existence of parameter
uncertainties, the design of a decentralized controller such that
the upper bound to the H2-norm is minimized is referred to
as an H2 guaranteed cost decentralized control problem.
III. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM FORMULATION IN
PARAMETER SPACE
It is assumed that A and B2 are subjected to parameter un-
certainties. Define p “ n`m, and then the following extended
matrices are introduced for an alternative representation of the
system:
F “
„
A ´B2
0 0

P Rpˆp, G “
„
0
Im

P Rpˆm,
Q “
„
B1B
T
1 0
0 0

P Sp, R “
„
CTC 0
0 DTD

P Sp. (7)
Assumption 1. The parameter uncertainties are structural
and convex-bounded.
Followed by Assumption 1, it is assumed that F belongs
to a polyhedral domain, which is expressed by a convex
combination of the extreme matrices, where F “ řMi“1 ξiFi,
ξi ě 0, řMi“1 ξi “ 1 , Fi “ „Ai ´B2i0 0

P Rpˆp denotes
the extreme vertex of the uncertain domain, Remarkably,
the precisely known system is a special case of the above
expression, where M “ 1.
Define the matrix
W “
„
W1 W2
WT2 W3

P Sp, (8)
with W1 P Sn`, W2 P Rnˆm, W3 P Sm, and then define
ΘpW q “ FiW `WFTi ` Q, which can also be denoted in
the block matrix form, where
ΘpW q “
„
Θ1pW q Θ2pW q
ΘT2 pW q Θ3pW q

P Sp, (9)
with Θ1pW q P Sn,Θ2pW q P Rnˆm,Θ3pW q P Sm. Theo-
rem 1 presents a set consisting of all the controller gains that
preserve the decentralized structure, robust stability, and robust
performance, in the presence of parameter uncertainties.
Theorem 1. For the controller with a specific decentralized
structure
K “ blocdiag tKD,1,KD,2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,KD,mu , (10)
with KD,i P R1ˆDi , @i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,m, one can define the
set C “ tW P Sp : W ľ 0,Θ1pW q ĺ 0, W1 “
blocdiagtW1D,1,W1D,2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,W1D,mu with W1D,i P RDiˆDi ,
W2 “ blocdiagtW2D,1,W2D,2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,W2D,mu with W2D,i P RDi ,
and K “ tK “WT2 W´11 : W P C u, then,
(a) K P K holds the decentralized structure in (10).
(b) K P K stabilizes the closed-loop system in the presence
of model uncertainties.
(c) K P K gives xR,W y ě }Hpsq}22.
Proof of Theorem 1: For Statement (a), it can be easily
derived that WT2 “ blocdiagtWT2D,1,WT2D,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,WT2D,mu and
W´11 “ blocdiagtW´11D,1,W´11D,2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,W´11D,mu. Then we have
K “WT2 W´11
“ blocdiag
!
WT2D,1W
´1
1D,1,W
T
2D,2W
´1
1D,2,
¨ ¨ ¨ ,WT2D,mW´11D,m
)
, (11)
which holds the decentralized structure in (10).
For Statement (b), Θ1pW q ĺ 0 is equivalent to
AiW1 ´B2iWT2 `W1ATi ´W2BT2i `B1BT1 ĺ 0. (12)
Since W1 ą 0, we have
pAi ´B2iWT2 W´11 qW1 `W1pAi ´B2iWT2 W´11 qT
`B1BT1 ĺ 0. (13)
From the Lyapunov stability condition, it is straightforward
that K “ WT2 W´11 stabilizes the extreme system and then
we have W2 “ W1KT , and subsequently we can construct
W “
„
W1 W1K
T
KW1 W3

. From Schur complement, W3 is a
free variable to choose such that W ľ 0 is ensured. W ľ 0
is not a necessary condition to stabilize the extreme systems,
but it indeed provides a norm bound to the controller gain. It
is straightforward that, to ensure the stability over the entire
uncertain domain which is convex, it suffices to check the
stability at the vertices of the convex polyhedron. Therefore, if
the stability holds for all the extreme systems, then the stability
for the entire uncertain domain is guaranteed.
For Statement (c), (13) is equivalent to
pAi ´B2iKqW1 `W1pAi ´B2iKqT `B1BT1 ĺ 0. (14)
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The controllability Gramian Wc ą 0, and it satisfies
pAi ´B2iKqWc `WcpAi ´B2iKqT `B1BT1 “ 0. (15)
We claim that W1 ľWc and it can be proved by contradiction.
From (14) and (15), we have
pAi ´B2iKqpWc ´W1q ` pWc ´W1qpAi ´B2iKqT ľ 0.
(16)
Assume Wc ą W1, and then from the Lyapunov instability
theorem [25], it contradicts the fact that K stabilizes the
closed-loop system. Therefore, we have W1 ľ Wc. This
completes the proof of the claim.
Then, from Schur complement, W ľ 0 leads to
W3 ľWT2 W
´1
1 W2
“ KW1KT
ľ KWcKT . (17)
Therefore, it follows that
xR,W y “ Tr `CW1CT `DW3DT ˘
ě Tr `CWcCT `DKWcKTDT ˘
“ Tr `pC ´DKqWcpC ´DKqT ˘
“ }Hpsq}22. (18)
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Definition 1. The system (2) is called robustly decentralized
stabilizable if C ‰ H.
It can be seen that xR,W y provides an upper bound to
}Hpsq}22. Then, it is aimed to solve the optimization problem
W “ argmintxR,W y : W P C u, which yields K “
WT2 W
´1
1 P K , such that the upper bound to the H2-norm
is minimized. Hence, the optimization problem is summarized
in the following form:
minimize
WPSp xR,W y
subject to W ľ 0
Θ1pW q ĺ 0
W P Φpsq, (19)
where Φpsq represents the set of all W satisfying the sparsity
constraints.
It is obvious that the operator Θ1pW q is a bounded linear
operator (affine to W ), and the sparsity constraints are linear
equality constraints. Since the objective function is also a
linear function, and the optimization variable W is confined
in a convex cone, thus it falls into the category of the convex
optimization problem, where C is a convex set. In particular,
the optimization problem is a linear conic programming prob-
lem. In this paper, the sGS semi-proximal ALM is introduced
to solve the given optimization problem.
To express the optimization problem explicitly, we define a
matrix V “ “In 0nˆm‰, and then the optimization problem
can be equivalently expressed in the matrix form, where
minimize
WPSp xR,W y
subject to W P Sp`
´V `F1W `WFT1 `Q˘V T P Sn`
´V `F2W `WFT2 `Q˘V T P Sn`
...
´V `FMW `WFTM `Q˘V T P Sn`
´V11WV12 “ 0
´V21WV22 “ 0
...
´VN1WVN2 “ 0. (20)
Remark 1. By splitting W1 and W2 into m2 sub-blocks, the
zero blocks in W1 can be expressed by mpm´ 1q{2 equality
constraints (because W1 is symmetric), and the zero blocks in
W2 can be expressed by another mpm´1q equality constraints.
Therefore, N “ 3mpm´1q{2. Obviously, adjacent zero blocks
can be combined into one single equality constraint, thus N “
3mpm ´ 1q{2 is not the minimum number of the equality
constraints. For the sake of illustration purposes and without
loss of generality, the adjacent zero blocks are not combined
in the following analysis.
Then the optimization problem can be denoted in a compact
form, which is shown as
minimize
WPSp xR,W y
subject to GpW q P K, (21)
where GpW q is a linear mapping which is given by
GpW q “
»——————————————–
W
´V pF1W `WFT1 `QqV T
´V pF2W `WFT2 `QqV T
...
´V pFMW `WFTM `QqV T
V11WV12
V21WV22
...
VN1WVN2
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
, (22)
and the convex cone K can be denoted as
K “ Sp` ˆ Sn` ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Sn`looooooomooooooon
M
ˆt0v11ˆv12u ˆ t0v21ˆv22u ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ t0vN1ˆvN2uloooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
N
, (23)
where for all i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N , the scalars vi1 and vi2 denote
the number of rows of the matrix Vi1 and the number of the
columns of the matrix Vi2, respectively. Since the positive
semi-definite cone is self-dual, it is straightforward to express
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the dual cone K˚ as
K˚ “ Sp` ˆ Sn` ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Sn`looooooomooooooon
M
ˆRv11ˆv12 ˆ Rv21ˆv22 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ RvN1ˆvN2loooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooon
N
. (24)
Define the linear space X in terms of the cone K, which is
given by
X “ Sp ˆ Sn ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Snlooooooomooooooon
M
ˆRv11ˆv12 ˆ Rv21ˆv22 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ RvN1ˆvN2loooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooon
N
, (25)
and it is straigtforward that the cone K Ă X and the dual cone
K˚ Ă X .
Assumption 2. Strong duality always holds for the optimiza-
tion problem (21).
Under Assumption 2, the optimal solution to the linear
conic optimization problem (21) can be obtained by solving
the corresponding dual problem, due to the difficulty to deal
with the primal problem directly. In terms of the optimization
problem (21), the Lagrangian function is introduced, which is
expressed as
LpW ;Xq “ xR,W y ´ xX,GpW qy , (26)
where X “ pX0, X1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , XM`N q P K˚ is the Lagrange
multiplier. It follows that the Lagrangian dual function θpXq
is obtained by
θpXq “ min
WPSp LpW ;Xq
“ min
WPSp
!
xR,W y ´ xX,GpW qy
)
. (27)
It is shown that the Lagrangian dual function can be denoted
in the explicit form, where
min
WPSp
!
xR,W y ´ xX,GpW qy
)
“ @X1 `X2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `XM , V QV TD`
min
WPSp
$’’’’’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
xR,W y ´ xX0,W y
` @FT1 V TX1V ` V TX1V F1,WD
` @FT2 V TX2V ` V TX2V F2,WD
...
` @FTMV TXMV ` V TXMV FM ,WD` @ 12V T11XM`1V T12 ` 12V12XTM`1V11,WD` @ 12V T21XM`2V T22 ` 12V22XTM`2V21,WD
...
` @ 12V TN1XM`NV TN2 ` 12VN2XTM`NVN1,WD
,//////////////.//////////////-
.
(28)
For the sake of simplicity in the remaining text, we define
FpX1, X2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , XM q “ ´
@
X1 `X2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `XM , V QV T
D
ApX0, X1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , XM`N q “
´X0
`FT1 V TX1V ` V TX1V F1
`FT2 V TX2V ` V TX2V F2
...
`FTMV TXMV ` V TXMV FM
`1
2
V T11XM`1V T12 ` 12V12X
T
M`1V11
`1
2
V T21XM`2V T22 ` 12V22X
T
M`2V21
...
`1
2
V TN1XM`NV TN2 ` 12VN2X
T
M`NVN1. (29)
AipX0, X1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xi´1, Xi`1, Xi`2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , XM`N q,
@i “ 0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,M ` N is used to denote the linear
functions, in which the terms related to Xi is removed
from the linear function ApX0, X1 ¨ ¨ ¨ , XM`N q. For
example, A1pX0, X2, X3, ¨ ¨ ¨ , XM`N q denotes the
linear function ApX0, X1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , XM`N q without the term
FT1 V
TX1V ` V TX1V F1.
Now we can denote the Lagrangian dual function explicitly,
which is given by
θpXq “
#
´FpX1, X2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , XM q if ApXq `R “ 0
´8 otherwise. (30)
The Lagrangian dual problem is to maximize the Lagrangian
dual function, and thus, the Lagrangian dual problem is given
by
minimize
XPX FpX1, X2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , XM q
subject to ApXq `R “ 0
X P K˚. (31)
For any linear space Y and any convex set C Ă Y , define
the indicator function δCpvq such that for any v P Y , it follows
that
δCpvq “
#
0 if v P C
`8 otherwise. (32)
Finally, the optimization problem can be equivalently con-
verted to the form with only one linear equality constraint,
which is given in the following form:
minimize
XPX FpX1, X2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , XM q ` δSp`pX0q ` δSn`pX1q
`δSn`pX2q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` δSn`pXM q
subject to ApXq `R “ 0. (33)
IV. SGS SEMI-PROXIMAL ALM FOR OPTIMAL
DECENTRALIZED CONTROL
In the following text, the sGS semi-proximal ALM is
presented to solve the dual problem (33). Notably, in the
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remaining text in this section, variable X is considered as
the optimization variable of the problem (33) and the variable
W is considered as the Lagrange multiplier.
Step 1: Initialization
Choose the optimization parameter τ P p0, p1`?5q{2q. In
practice, in case that the rate of convergence is influenced, τ is
usually chosen as 1.618 such that a high rate of convergence
can be obtained, and the convergence of the optimization
algorithm can be preserved.
As for the optimization parameter σ, the choice of σ can
influence the rate of convergence significantly. If σ is chosen
to be a very small value, the augmented Lagrangian function
is similar to the classical Lagrangian function. Then, the opti-
mization direction can be too inaccuracy to be accepted. If σ is
chosen to be a very large value, the sub-problem in each step
is similar to a quadratic optimization problem. The solution
to the sub-problem in each step is too conservative to be
applied. However, even though the choice of the optimization
parameter σ is essential, it is not easy to determine the best
choice, since it highly depends on the given optimization
problem. Besides, the choice of the optimization parameter
σ does not influence the property of the convergence with the
proposed optimization algorithm, though it may destroy the
property of convergence in many other types of optimization
algorithms.
Then, choose the initial matrices
`
X0;W 0
˘ P X ˆ Sp.
Notably, the initial matrices are not required to satisfy any
constraint. One simple choice of the initial matrices is the
zero matrix with appropriate dimensions. Notably, although
the global optimal point can always be achieved because
the given optimization problem is convex, and all the sub-
problems in our proposed optimization algorithm is strictly
convex, the choice of the initial matrix can also influence the
rate of convergence significantly.
After that, choose the parameter of the stopping criterion
 ą 0. The stopping criterion is given based on the duality
gap between the primal optimization problem and the dual
optimization problem. Based on Assumption 2, the optimal
point is achieved once the duality gap reaches zero. Since the
numerical error always exists during each iteration, the duality
gap only approaches zero in finite time. Therefore, once the
stopping criterion is satisfied, we can obtain the nearly optimal
solution to the given optimization problem.
Finally, set the iteration index k “ 0.
Step 2: Update of the optimization variable X by
semi-proximal ALM.
Step 2.1: Backward sGS sweep
Define the augmented Lagrangian function as
LσpX;W q “ FpX1, X2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , XM q ` δSp`pX0q ` δSn`pX1q
`δSn`pX2q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` δSn`pXM q
`σ
2
››ApXq `R´ σ´1W ››2 ´ 1
2σ
}W }2, (34)
where W P Sp is the Lagrange multiplier for the aug-
mented Lagrangian function, σ is a positive parameter. No-
tice that there are three groups of variables in the opti-
mization problem: the variable X0 is related to the positive
semi-definite constraint for the Lagrange multiplier W ; the
variables X1, X2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , XM are regarding the positive semi-
definite constraints of a group of linear functions; the variables
XM`1, XM`2 ¨ ¨ ¨ , XM`N are related to the linear equality
sparsity constraints for the Lagrange multiplier W . The sub-
problems in the backward sGS sweep will be solved in terms
of these three groups of variables separately.
We begin with the sub-problem of the third group. For all
i “ N,N ´ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1, the sub-problem with respect to the
variable XM`i is given by
X¯k`1M`i “ argmin
XM`iPRvi1ˆvi2
Lσ
´
Xk0 , X
k
1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , XkM`i´1,
XM`i, X¯k`1M`i`1, X¯
k`1
M`i`2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , X¯k`1M`N ;W k
¯
. (35)
where X¯k`1M`i denotes the solution to the sub-problem (35)
in the pk ` 1qth iteration, Xk0 , Xk1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , XkM`i´1, and W k
denote the values of the optimization variable and the
Lagrange multiplier in the kth iteration, respectively, and
X¯k`1M`i`1, X¯
k`1
M`i`2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , X¯k`1M`N denote the updated optimiza-
tion variables in the pk ` 1qth iteration.
Before the optimality condition is constructed, Lemma 1
and Property 1 are presented, which are used in the sequel.
Lemma 1. For a matrix norm function given by
Hi1pXq “
››››12V Ti1XV Ti2 ` 12Vi2XTVi1 `Hi1
››››2 , (36)
where Hi1 is an arbitrary constant symmetric matrix with
appropriate dimensions, one has
BHi1pXq
BX “ 2Vi1
ˆ
1
2
V Ti1XV
T
i2 ` 12Vi2X
TVi1 `Hi1
˙
Vi2.
(37)
Proof of Lemma 1: The derivative of the matrix norm function
in the form of (36) can be obtained by using some properties
of derivative of trace operator. The procedures are simple but
tedious, thus the proof is omitted.
Property 1. For all the matrices regarding the structural
constraints of the matrix W , one has the following properties:
Vi1V
T
i1 “ Ivi1
V Ti2Vi2 “ Ivi2
Vi1Vi2 “ 0vi1ˆvi2 . (38)
Proof of Property 1: First, it is easy to extract W1 from W
by W1 “ VWV T . As presented in Theorem 1, W1 can be
split into m2 blocks where all the non-diagonal entries are
zero blocks, i.e.
W1 “
»———–
W1D,1 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
0 W1D,2 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ W1D,m
fiffiffiffifl , (39)
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Take the zero block in the first row and second column as an
example, this zero block can be expressed by
G1W1H1 “ 0D1ˆD2 , (40)
where G1 “
“
ID1 0D1ˆD2 0D1ˆD3 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0D1ˆDm
‰
and
H1 “
“
0D2ˆD1 ID2 0D2ˆD3 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0D2ˆDm
‰T
. Then, it
can be verified that G1V V TG1 “ ID1 , pV TH1qTV TH1 “
ID2 , and G1V V
TH1 “ 0D1ˆD2 . Also, it is easy to derive
similar results for all the other zero blocks, which shows that
Property 2 holds for W1.
Then, W2 can be extracted from W by W2 “ S1WS2,
where S1 “
“
In 0nˆm
‰
and S2 “
“
0mˆn Im
‰T
. In the
same manner, W2 can be split into m2 blocks, where all the
non-diagonal entries are zero blocks.
The analysis for W2 proceeds along the same way as W1,
and it can also be verified that Property 1 holds for W2. This
completes the proof of Property 1.
By using Lemma 1 and Property 1, the optimality condition
to the sub-problem can be obtained. Since the sub-problem is
an unconstrained optimization problem, the optimality condi-
tion is given by
0 P BXM`iLσ
´
Xk0 , X
k
1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , XkM`i´1, XM`i,
X¯k`1M`i`1, X¯
k`1
M`i`2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , X¯k`1M`N ;W k
¯
“ Vi1
”
A
´
Xk0 , X
k
1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , XkM`i´1, XM`i,
X¯k`1M`i`1, X¯
k`1
M`i`2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , X¯k`1M`N
¯
`R´ σ´1W k
ı
Vi2,
(41)
and then we have
X¯k`1M`i “ ´2Vi1
”
AM`i
´
Xk0 , X
k
1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , XkM`i´1, X¯k`1M`i`1,
X¯k`1M`i`2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , X¯k`1M`N
¯
`R´ σ´1W k
ı
Vi2. (42)
The solution to the sub-problem of the second group is
introduced. Before the optimality condition is given, Lemma 2
is introduced, which is used in the sequel.
Lemma 2. For a matrix norm function given by
Hi2pXq “
››FTi V TXV ` V TXV FFi `Hi2››2 , (43)
where Hi2 is an arbitrary constant symmetric matrix with
appropriate dimensions, one has
BHi2pXq
BX “ 2
”
V Fi
´
FTi V
TXV ` V TXV Fi `Hi2
¯
V T
`V
´
FTi V
TXV ` V TXV Fi `Hi2
¯
FTi V
T
ı
.
(44)
Proof of Lemma 2: Similar to Lemma 1, the proof is omitted.
In terms of minimizing the augmented Lagrangian function
with respect to the variable Xi for all i “M,M ´1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1, a
proximal term must be considered in the sub-problem during
the iterations. To include the proximal term without influ-
encing the convergence of the algorithm, we firstly introduce
the positive linear operator. For any linear space Y , a linear
operator S : Y Ñ Y is positive, which means that for all
v P Y , it follows that xv,Spvqy ě 0.
Now we can derive the optimality condition to the sub-
problem by using Lemma 2 and Property 1 and the sub-
problem in terms of the variable Xi in the backward sGS
sweep is given by
X¯k`1i “ argmin
XiPSn
Lσ
´
Xk0 , X
k
1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xki´1, Xi, X¯k`1i`1 ,
X¯k`2i`2 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , X¯k`1M`N ;W k
¯
` 1
2
››Xi ´Xki ››2Si , (45)
where Si is a positive linear operator. To solve this sub-
problem efficiently, Si is chosen as
SipXq “ αiIpXq ´ σV FiFTi V TX ´ σV FiV TXV FiV T
´σV FTi V TXV FTi V T ´ σXV FiFTi V T , (46)
where I denotes an identity operator, and αi is chosen such
that SipXq is a positive linear operator. One positive choice
of αi is the maximum eigenvalue of the vectorization matrix,
which is
αi “ σmax
 
eig
`
V FiF
T
i V
T b I ` I b V FiFTi V T
`pV FTi V T q b pV FiV T q ` pV FiV T q b pV FTi V T q
˘(
.
(47)
Before presenting the optimality condition to the sub-
problem, Theorem 2 is introduced to determine the projection
operator.
Theorem 2. The projection operator ΠCp¨q with respect to the
convex cone C can be expressed as
ΠC “ pI ` αBδCq´1, (48)
where Bp¨q denotes the sub-differential operator, and α P R
can be an arbitrary real number.
Proof of Theorem 2: Define a finite dimensional Euclidean
space X equipped with an inner product and its induced norm
such that C Ă X . For any x P X , there exists z P X such that
z P pI ` αBδCq´1pxq. Then it follows that
x P pI ` αBδCqpzq “ z ` αBδCpzq. (49)
Note that the projection operator ΠCpzq can be expressed as
ΠCpzq “ argmin
zPW
"
δCpxq ` 1
2α
}z ´ x}2
*
. (50)
Since the optimization problem in (50) is strictly convex, the
sufficient and necessary optimality condition for the optimiza-
tion problem of the projection operator can be expressed as
0 P αBδCpxq ` z ´ x, (51)
which is equivalent to (49). Note that the projection onto a
convex cone is unique. Therefore, the mapping from x to z
is also unique, which means the operator pI ` αBδCq´1p¨q
is a point-to-point mapping. This completes the proof of
Theorem 2.
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Then the optimality condition to the sub-problem of the
second group is given by
0 P BXiLσ
´
Xk0 , X
k
1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xki´1, Xi,
X¯k`1i`1 , X¯
k`1
i`2 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , X¯k`1M`N ;W k
¯
` 1
2
››Xi ´Xki ››2Si
P ´V QV T ` BδSn`pXiq
`σV Fi
”
A
´
Xk0 , X
k
1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xki´1, Xi, X¯k`1i`1 ,
X¯k`1i`2 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , X¯k`1M`N
¯
`R´ σ´1W k
ı
V T
`σV
”
A
´
Xk0 , X
k
1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xki´1, Xi, X¯k`1i`1 ,
X¯k`2i`2 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , X¯k`1M`N
¯
`R´ σ´1W k
ı
FTi V
T
`Si
`
Xi ´Xki
˘
. (52)
Define
LHSi
´
Xk0 , X
k
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xki , X¯k`1i`1 , X¯k`1i`2 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , X¯k`1M`N ;W k
¯
“ V QV T
´σV Fi
”
Ai
´
Xk0 , X
k
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xki´1, X¯k`1i`1 ,
X¯k`1i`2 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , X¯k`1M`N
¯
`R´ σ´1W k
ı
V T
´σV
”
Ai
´
Xk0 , X
k
1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xki´1, X¯k`1i`1 ,
X¯k`1i`2 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , X¯k`1M`N
¯
`R´ σ´1W k
ı
FTi V
T
´
´
σV FiF
T
i V
TXki ` σV FiV TXki V FiV T
`σV FTi V TXki V FTi V T ` σXki V FiFTi V T
´αiXki
¯
, (53)
and then it follows that
LHSi
´
Xk0 , X
k
1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xki , X¯k`1i`1 , X¯k`1i`2 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , X¯k`1M`N ;W k
¯
P αiXi ` BδSn`pXiq, (54)
which is equivalent to
X¯k`1i “ ΠSn`
”
α´1i LHSi
´
Xk0 , X
k
1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xki ,
X¯k`1i`1 , X¯
k`2
i`1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , X¯k`1M`N ;W k
¯ı
, (55)
where ΠSn`p¨q denotes the projection operator in terms of the
positive semi-definite cone, and the projection results can be
obtained by Lemma 3.
Lemma 3. Projection onto the positive semi-definite cone
can be computed explicitly. Let X “ řni“1 λivivTi P Sn
be the eigenvalue decomposition of the matrix X with the
eigenvalues satisfying λ1 ě λ2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λn, where vi denotes
the eigenvector corresponding to the ith eigenvalue. Then the
projection onto the positive semi-definite cone of the matrix
X can be expressed by
ΠSn`pXq “
nÿ
i“1
max tλi, 0u vivTi . (56)
Proof of Lemma 3: By using eigenvalue decomposition, we
have X “ UΛUT where U is an orthogonal matrix, and Λ “
diagtλ1, λ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λnu with λ1 ě λ2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λn. Then by the
definition of the projection operator, we have
ΠSn`pXq “ argmin
Y PSn
"
1
2
}Y ´X}2
ˇˇˇ
Y P Sn`
*
“ argmin
Y PSn
"
1
2
››U `UTY U ´ Λ˘UT ››2 ˇˇˇ Y P Sn`*
“ argmin
Y PSn
"
1
2
››UTY U ´ Λ››2 ˇˇˇ Y P Sn`* . (57)
Define Y¯ “ UTY U , and since U is an orthogonal matrix,
Y¯ is also a diagonal matrix with Y¯ “ diagty¯1, y¯2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , y¯nu.
Then the problem becomes
ΠSn`pXq “ argmin
Y PSn
"
1
2
››Y¯ ´ Λ››2 ˇˇˇ Y “ UY¯ UT , Y¯ P Sn`*
“ argmin
Y PSn
"
1
2
”
py¯1 ´ λ1q2 ` py¯2 ´ λ2q2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨
`py¯n ´ λnq2
ıˇˇˇ
Y “ UY¯ UT , Y¯ “ diagty¯1, y¯2,
¨ ¨ ¨ , y¯nu, y¯1 ą 0, y¯2 ą 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , y¯n ą 0
*
. (58)
Consider the following problem:
y¯ “ argmin
py¯1,y¯2,¨¨¨ ,y¯nqPRn
"
1
2
”
py¯1 ´ λ1q2 ` py¯2 ´ λ2q2
` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` py¯n ´ λnq2
ı ˇˇˇˇ
y¯1 ě 0, y¯2 ě 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , y¯n ě 0
*
.
(59)
and we have y¯1 “ maxtλ1, 0u, y¯2 “ maxtλ2, 0u, ¨ ¨ ¨ , y¯n “
maxtλn, 0u. Therefore, it is straightforward to derive the
solution to the projection problem. This completes the proof
of Lemma 3.
Then it is aimed to determine the solution to the sub-
problem of the first group, where the sub-problem in terms
of the variable X0 in the backward sGS sweep is given as
Xk`10 “ argmin
X0PSp
Lσ
´
X0, X¯
k`1
1 , X¯
k`2
1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , X¯k`1M`N ;W k
¯
.
(60)
The optimality condition is given by
0 P BX0Lσ
´
X0, X¯
k`1
1 , X¯
k`1
2 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , X¯k`1M`N ;W k
¯
P σ´1BδSp`pX0q `X0
´
”
A0
´
X¯k`11 , X¯
k`1
2 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , X¯k`1M`N
¯
`R´ σ´1W k
ı
,
(61)
which gives
Xk`10 “ ΠSp`
”
A0
´
X¯k`11 , X¯
k`1
2 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , X¯k`1M`N
¯
`R´ σ´1W k
ı
. (62)
Step 2.2: Forward sGS sweep
By using the solutions to the sub-problems in the backward
sGS sweep, we can complete the forward sGS sweep similarly.
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For all i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,M , the second group optimization
variables in the forward sGS sweep are given by
Xk`1i “ ΠSn`
”
α´1i LHSi
´
Xk`10 , X
k`1
1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xk`1i´1 ,
X¯k`1i , X¯
k`1
i`1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , X¯k`1M`N ;W k
¯ı
. (63)
For all i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N , the third group optimization variables
in the forward sGS sweep are given by
Xk`1M`i “ ´2Vi1
”
AM`i
´
Xk`10 , X
k`1
1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xk`1M`i´1,
X¯k`1M`i`1, X¯
k`1
M`i`2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , X¯k`1M`N
¯
`R´ σ´1W k
ı
Vi2. (64)
Step 3: Update of the Lagrange multiplier W.
The Lagrange multiplier can be determined by
W k`1 “W k ´ τσ
”
A
´
Xk`10 , X
k`1
1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xk`1M`N
¯
`R
ı
.
(65)
Step 4: Stopping criterion
Define the Lagrangian function of the problem (33) as
LspX;W q “ FpX1, X2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , XM q ` δSp`pX0q
`δSn`pX1q ` δSn`pX2q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` δSn`pXM q
´ xW,ApXq `Ry . (66)
The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions of the prob-
lem (33) are given by
0 P BX0LspX0, X1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , XM`N ;W q
0 P BX1LspX0, X1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , XM`N ;W q
...
0 P BXM`NLspX0, X1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , XM`N ;W q
0 “ ApX0, X1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , XM`N q `R, (67)
which are equivalent to
0 “ X0 ´ΠSp`pX0 ´W q
0 “ X1 ´ΠSn`
´
V QV T ` V F1WV T ` VWFT1 V T
`X1
¯
0 “ X2 ´ΠSn`
´
V QV T ` V F2WV T ` VWFT2 V T
`X2
¯
...
0 “ XM ´ΠSn`
´
V QV T ` V FMWV T ` VWFTMV T
`XM
¯
0 “ V11WV12
0 “ V21WV22
...
0 “ VN1WVN2
0 “ ApX0, X1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , XM`N q `R. (68)
Therefore, the relative residual error in terms of the optimiza-
tion variable X0 is given by
errkX0 “
›››Xk0 ´ΠSp`pXk0 ´W kq›››
1` }W k} ` ››Xk0 ›› , (69)
the relative residual errors in terms of the optimization vari-
ables X1, X2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , XM are given by
errkX1 “
›››››› X
k
1 ´ΠSn`
”
V QV T ` V F1WV T
`VWFT1 V T `Xk1
ı ››››››
1`
›››› V QV T ` V F1WV T`VWFT1 V T
››››` ››Xk1 ››
errkX2 “
›››››› X
k
2 ´ΠSn`
”
V QV T ` V F2WV T
`VWFT2 V T `Xk2
ı ››››››
1`
›››› V QV T ` V F2WV T`VWFT2 V T
››››` ››Xk2 ››
...
errkXM “
›››››› X
k
M ´ΠSn`
”
V QV T ` V FMWV T
`VWFTMV T `XkM
ı ››››››
1`
›››› V QV T ` V FMWV T`VWFTMV T
››››` ››XkM ›› , (70)
the relative residual errors in terms of the optimization vari-
ables XM`1, XM`2 ¨ ¨ ¨ , XM`N are given by
errkXM`1 “
››V11W kV12››
errkXM`2 “
››V21W kV22››
...
errkXM`N “
››VN1W kVN2›› , (71)
and the relative residual error in terms of the equality con-
straint is given by
errkeq “
››A `Xk0 , Xk1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , XkM`N˘`R››
1` }R} . (72)
Define
errmax “ max
!
errk`1X0 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , errk`1XM`N , errk`1eq
)
, (73)
if errmax ă , then terminate the optimization process, and
W k`1 is the optimal solution to the optimization problem (21).
Step 5: Increase of the iteration index
Set k “ k ` 1. Go back to Step 2.
With the above analysis, the proposed algorithm is summa-
rized by Algorithm 1.
Remark 2. The proposed methodology is not only suitable
for uncertain systems, but also applicable to precisely known
systems. As an important additional property, all the extreme
systems are replaced by a single precise system, thereby the
upper bound to the H2-norm is reduced to the optimal H2
cost in case of precisely known systems.
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Algorithm 1 sGS semi-proximal ALM for optimal decentral-
ized control
Input: Choose the parameters σ ą 0 and τ P
´
0, 1`
?
5
2
¯
, the
parameter αi such that the linear operator Si is a positive
operator, the initial matrices pX0;W 0q P X ˆSp, and the
parameter of the stopping criterion  ą 0. Set the iteration
index k “ 0. For k “ 0, 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , perform the kth iteration
Output: K
1: while true do
2: Determine X¯k`1M`N , X¯
k`1
M`N´1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , X¯k`11 and Xk`10
by (35), (42), and (62).
3: Determine Xk`11 , X
k`1
2 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xk`1M`N by (63) and (64).
4: Determine W k`1 by (65).
5: Determine errk`1X0 , err
k`1
X1
, ¨ ¨ ¨ , errk`1XM`N , and errk`1eq
by (69), (70), (71), and (72).
6: Determine errmax by (73).
7: if errmax ă  then
8: K “ pW2k`1qT pW1k`1q´1
9: break
10: end if
11: end while
12: return K
V. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
To illustrate the effectiveness of the above results, two
examples are presented. First of all, Example 1 presents
a decentralized controller design problem with a precise
model, where the state matrix and the control input matrix
are randomly chosen such that their elements are stochastic
variables uniformly distributed over r0, 1s. Next, Example 2 is
reproduced from [26] with some modifications, which presents
a two-link manipulator decentralized controller design problem
in the presence of parameter uncertainties.
In both examples, the optimization algorithm is imple-
mented in Python 3.7.5 with Numpy 1.16.4, and executed on a
computer with 16G RAM and a 2.2GHz i7-8750H processor (6
cores). The parameters for initialization is given by: σ “ 0.1,
τ “ 0.618, X0 “ 0, W 0 “ 0, and the stopping criterion is set
as  “ 10´12.
Example 1. Consider x “ “x1 x2 x3‰T and a linear
system
9x“ Ax`B2u`B1w,
z“ Cx`Du,
u“ ´Kx,
where
A “
»– 0.0461 0.8269 0.70790.7716 0.5949 0.7541
0.2339 0.6478 0.8203
fifl , B1 “ I3,
B2 “
»–0.8221 0.23010.6399 0.2384
0.6129 0.6109
fifl ,
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Fig. 1. Duality gap during iterations in Example 1
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Fig. 2. System response in Example 1
and
C “
»——–
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
fiffiffifl , D “
»——–
0 0
0 0
1 0
0 1
fiffiffifl .
The stopping criterion is reached with 7312 iterations in
9.8480 seconds, and the change of the duality gap is shown
in Fig. 1. The optimal W is given by
W “
»————–
0.8477 ´0.3729 0 0.2806 0
´0.3729 0.5942 0 0.8840 0
0 0 1.0121 0 2.1774
0.2806 0.8840 0 2.4526 0
0 0 2.1774 0 4.6845
fiffiffiffiffifl ,
and then the optimal decentralized controller gain K is deter-
mined, where
K “
„
1.3614 2.3422 0
0 0 2.1514

.
It can be seen that the decentralized structure is preserved,
and the upper bound to }Hpsq}22 is TrpRW q “ 8.5790. In
the simulation, w is characterized as a vector of the impulse
disturbance, and the responses of all the state variables are
plotted in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the closed-loop system is
stabilized by the controller determined.
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Example 2. Consider x “ “x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6‰T and
a linear system
9x“ Ax`B2u`B1w,
z“ Cx`Du,
u“ ´Kx,
where
A “
»——————–
´1{τ1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
k11 ´k11 c1 ´ k12 0 0 c2
0 0 0 ´1{τ2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 c3 k21 ´k21 ´k22
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl ,
B1 “ I6, B2 “
»——————–
1{τ1 0
0 0
0 0
0 1{τ2
0 0
0 0
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl ,
and
C “
»——–
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
fiffiffifl , D “
»——–
0 0
0 0
1 0
0 1
fiffiffifl ,
where k11 “ k21 “ 10, k12 “ k22 “ 2, τ1 “ τ2 “ 0.1, c1 “
0.2, c2 “ c3 “ 0.1. Suppose that c1, c2, and c3 are uncertain
parameters with c1 P r0, 0.4s, c2 P r0, 0.2s, and c3 “ r0, 0.2s,
which result in 23 “ 8 extreme systems.
The stopping criterion is reached with 13690 iterations in
56.8478 seconds, and the change of the duality gap is shown
in Fig. 3. The optimal W is obtained, and then the optimal
decentralized controller gain K is determined, where
K “
„
0.1606 0.2536 0.1735 0 0 0
0 0 0 0.1460 0.2682 0.1567

.
Similarly, the decentralized structure of the controller gain
is preserved, and the upper bound to }Hpsq}22 is TrpRW q “
0.7314. Also, in the simulation, w is characterized as a vector
of the impulse disturbance, and an extreme system with all
the uncertain parameters at their lower bounds is used. The
responses of all the state variables are illustrated in Fig. 4,
and it can be seen that the robust stability is well guaranteed
for this extreme system. It is worthwhile to mention that the
stability is ensured for all the other uncertain systems within
the uncertain domain.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a highly effective optimization algo-
rithm for the optimal decentralized control problem with pa-
rameter uncertainties. With parameterization of the stabilizing
controller gain in the extended parameter space, the problem
is re-formulated as a convex optimization problem, which
is solved by the sGS semi-proximal ALM. Furthermore, in
the detailed development and methodology that we present
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Fig. 3. Duality gap during iterations in Example 2
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Fig. 4. System response in Example 2
here (which goes beyond just “generic” guidelines), both
the closed-loop stability and the system performance are
guaranteed in the presence of model uncertainties. Illustrative
examples demonstrate the applicability and effectiveness of
the proposed approach.
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